
We will present a solution allowing program management in education to actively 
take control of their data
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We’ll first introduce ourselves; then we’ll briefly describe the context of the project to 
develop and implement our application and how we went about. We’ll finish with 
some thoughts on our experiences up until now and the challenges we face
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My name is Bart Overbeek; I work as a business consultant in the central student and 
educational affairs department, with a focus on educational logistics, course 
enrolment and timetabling.
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The Vrije Universiteit is located in the heart of one of the main business areas of 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The name Vrije Universiteit means ‘free university’, 
which derives from the fact that the university was founded originally by protestant 
academics who feared that Dutch government and law would interfere with the 
contents of theology education. Thus the university was founded free of ties to the 
Dutch government and funded privately.
Nowadays the university is largely funded by government but still holds on to a vision 
of religious freedom, diversity and social responsibility.
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In its 135 years of existence it has grown to a sizable university, comprising 10 
faculties. We offer approximately 150 programs – bachelors, masters and premasters 
and we have around 25,000 students. We offer different kinds of programs: our 
regular programs include 45 bachelor’s programmes and about 90 master’s. 
additionally various faculties offer post graduate programs.
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Brief overview of the background: in May 2011 we went live with SAP student 
lifecycle management as a replacement to our student information system. At the 
same time we launched our first version of a web portal we call VUnet. – student 
information and several services made accessible. 
After release: SAP SLcM is used mainly by administrative and supporting staff; upon 
go live of the portal we started with five self services for students that had a 
connection with SLcM, mostly related to admission to programs, course enrolment 
and publication of grades. Many administrative processes were standardized during 
the implementation of SLcM. However, at the time we had 12 faculties, each with 
their own student service desk, and each with their own ways of organizing logistics, 
timetabling and course enrolment.
Steven – reorganisatie, alle domeinen, doelen van OSD: verbeteren studentsucces
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So a brief overview of the context of the program: we realized that too much of the 
budget was spent on supporting staff, compared to the amounts spent on academics. 
We needed to restore this balance and increase the amount of budget available for 
academics while reducing the flow to supporting staff. Additionally we were 
confronted with a relatively high number of students dropping out in the first year of 
their programme, relatively low numbers successfully completing bachelor’s 
programmes within 4 years and a low satisfaction rate among students regarding the 
quality of support. In short, the mission for the university was to improve the quality 
of our programmes, and to reduce the administrative costs in the process.
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Description of the program: Steven
As you see, within a short period of time we’ve developed quite some applications 
and implemented changes to both our supporting services and the applications we 
use to provide support. If you want to know more about the program, the different 
projects and applications that we developed around SLcM and our experiences, 
please let us know after this presentation. We were involved in most of these 
projects and will be happy to provide more information.
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With application development we often find that design and development takes place 
with a main focus on the student, or other end users. But in practice the end user is 
often forgotten during the design and development phases. To ensure that our 
applications suit the end users needs, we took an active approach of putting the user 
at the center of our projects. What especially helped was to create service blueprints 
where we discussed the ideal process for and service to students with faculty staff 
and students. Using this tool makes visible that for each step you need to provide 
certain information, that someone must perform actions and that you need systems 
to present information and services. 
For example: take a random student who has a study delay and who needs to take 
action. Three locations to find relevant information, two systems needed to take 
action and three organizational units involved in handling the students case. Provides 
good overview of everything involved step per step.
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Persona: fictional person that we use to walk through processes. Especially important 
were to list expectations of the teacher towards to the university and vice versa. We 
used these in discussions with the target groups. When you further use the persona 
in working out a service blueprint it helps because you realize that the personal 
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User journey; this is an example, where you see step by step descriptions of what the 
fictional person does, thinks and feels throughout the process.
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Now on to an example of the applications we developed. ASCME: academic structure 
& content modelling environment. In preparation for each new academic year 
program management and course coordinators must provide data on the content of 
their programs and courses for the following year: following data
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Steven: we see a lot of diversity in the ways information is provided to students, but 
when you look at the ways we collect data to inform our students, we see the same 
happening. 
With the context we just described in the back of our minds you see several 
opportunities for improvement. Improving service to program management, 
decreasing administrative work to lower costs and to improve the data quality to 
improve the information we provide to students and academics.
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To give you a bit more insight in what we wanted to change, let us briefly show you 
some details of our previous data collection processes and the applications we used. 

Decentralized, 10 different methods, with 10 different timelines and a variety 
in responsibilities
Academics have no access to necessary data to prepare their programs and 
courses; information needed to be delivered to them and they were 
dependent on supporting staff and deficient reports. 
When looking at the technique – Steven – two-face: on the one hand we have 
SLcM as backbone and owner of data, and on the other hand we hired an 
external party (that I am now representing as well) to develop an application 
to make data accessible and user friendly
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So in short: these were the objectives for ASCME: to make sure that relevant data is 
available on time for all relevant parties, to decrease the involvement of supporting 
staff in registering data and thus to increase control and ownership among program 
management while reducing administrative costs.
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We described several of or our design principles in the past sheets; for us the most 
important principles were to create one integral solution, to place responsibility 
where it belongs , and to support the logistical chain of processes from a user 
perspective.
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We identified three phases in the chain of academic program development that we 
summarized in three work flows:

first of all the development of programs of study, where the program 
management defines the contents of the curriculum
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the second phase covers the collection of course descriptions to be published 
in the study guide
and the third phase where data is collected for the timetablers. This phases 
occurs twice per year, once for each semester.

Steven: it’s important to understand that the workflow is flexible and the application 
supports different settings: authorizations and roles are flexible, also within the 
university. You can allocate the same role to different functionaries within the 
organization.
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Let’s have a look at the time. 
A question for you: do you recognize these three phases? And do you have examples 
of how you support these phases?
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Many of these details were previously hidden in SLcM
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Our experiences until now are limited: we are busy implementing the application and 
for example have not yet started with timetabling data. We see the same reluctance 
to change that we have seen in many other self-service projects, for example HR 
services. Not user friendly, many issues, not suited to needs and experience of users. 
We’ve tried to create a user friendly application that also offers much more insight 
into relevant data that academic staff previously had no access to. We are 
emphasizing that we have developed a tool that does not replace steps in the 
process, it just supports the processes. It provides the opportunity to share 
information, to track changes, to discuss the content and it provides different 
functionaries within the organization with the same level of information.
We’ve found that we underestimated the change needed for administrative staff: 
they used to be in control, the spider in the web between administration, academics 
and students. Their role changes to one where they are mainly focused on ensuring 
the process works well, without an active role in data registration. They are no longer 
the most important person in the day to day business, and they have problems letting 
go.
Funnily we do see supporting staff looking to ASCME to check data instead of SAP-
SLcM, as it is a more intuitive application.
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For the future: more automation: the initial idea was to automatically transfer much 
of the data from ASCME to SAP, but there are fears that doing this allows ‘garbage’ to 
be entered into SAP. When we have more experience with and trust in the 
application, hopefully we can automate more of the data transfer to further reduce 
manual administration.
Other things we are looking at in the university are to publish our study guide directly 
from ASCME.
Steven: Wageningen, with two additional modules. A simulation module that allows a 
program director to make a copy of the academic structure. He can make as many 
changes as he likes, show them to colleagues and if he likes them copy them back 
into ASCME.

We’ve come to the end of our presentation. Do you have any suggestions on the 
implementation in the VU, and the further development of the application? 
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